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Giant clumps in star-forming galaxies

Common structures among star-forming galaxies at high-z  

 - Bright in UV and/or Hα emission (Wuyts+13) 

 - Located within rotating galactic discs (Genzel+08)

Formation mechanisms?  

- Galaxy mergers  
   (Di Matteo+08) 

- Gravitational instability  
  of gas-rich turbulent discs  
  (e.g., Dekel+09; Inoue+16)

Wuyts+13 : z ~ 1 star-forming galaxies



Observational studies support…

Guo+15

Disk  
instability

Minor merger

Formation mechanisms? 

✦ Galaxy mergers  
    e.g. Guo+15; Ribeiro+17 

✦ Gravitational instability of gas-rich     
turbulent discs   

  e.g. Elmegreen+07; Genzel+08; 
          Murata+14; Guo+15;Shibuya+16 

   ⇒  Considered to be fed by smooth  
        gas accretion



Gas inflow from the outside

Depend on the halo masses (environments) and redshifts 

  ★ High density environments at z ~ 2  

     Cold streams in massive halos  /  Hot mode accretion   

         ⇒ Reflected into the clumpy galaxy fractions？

Dekel+09 Keres+09

z = 2



Depend on the halo masses (environments) and redshifts 

  ★ High density environments at z ~ 2  

     Cold streams in massive halos  /  Hot mode accretion  

         ⇒ Reflected into the clumpy galaxy fractions？

What is the fraction of clumpy galaxies in 
high density regions at z~2 and how does it 
depend on the environments?  

 - Clumpy galaxies in a proto-cluster at z ~ 2.5  
 - Comparison with the field galaxies at similar z   

Gas inflow from the outside



Sample: Hα-selected galaxies 

Mahalo-Subaru (Kodama+13) : cover various environments
✦ General field 
     SXDF-UDS-CANDELS  
     - z = 2.19, 2.53  
     - HST/WFC3 + ACS  
                              (from CANDELS)

✦ Proto-cluster 
     USS1558-003  
      - z = 2.53  
      - HST/WFC3 + ACS  
                               (PI: M. Hayashi )

Hayashi+12 Tadaki+14



Identification of clumpy galaxies 

SXDF-NB209 (z = 2.19) SXDF-NB2315 (z = 2.53)USS1558 (z = 2.53)
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= Galaxies with more than two components at r <~ 7 kpc  

    - with Source Extractor  
    - Mass >= 10^9 Msun, SFR(Hα) >= 1 Msun/yr  
    - Larger sizes (at H-band) than the HST/WFC3 angular resolution



No environmental dependence on fclumpy ?

● Gas accretion rates for the 
satellites in over-density 
regions are suppressed.  

     ⇒ Decreasing f_clumpy  

    + Enhanced merger fractions 
        (e.g. Lotz+13; Casey+15) 
    ⇒ Increasing f_clumpy 

  Need kinematics information
van de Voort+17

z = 2
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Summary

We investigate the environmental dependence of the fractions of 
clumpy star-forming galaxies at z = 2-2.5.  

✦ No significant difference of the fractions between a proto-cluster 
and a general field.  

✦ Mode of gas accretion might not depend on the environments?  
     ● Suppressed gas accretion  (for satellites) 
        +  Larger fractions of merging systems in proto-clusters  

✦ Kinematics information is key  ⇒ the AO-assisted IFU obs.  


